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ABSTRACT

In their search for non-linearities in quantum physics,

physicists have turned to q-deformed generalizations or group

algebras. The latest approach is to look for such deformations in

the space time structure Itself.i.e. In Poincare algebra. Can one

find any empirical evidence In favour of this from available

particle data ? We seem to answer the question in the affirmative.

'Permanent address : 1/10 Prince Colam Md. Road, Calcutta 700 026,

India.



In thf last tuj. docad<r. wo have witnessed success In applying

gauge group ideaf; to thf theories of elementary particles.

However, there arc several open problems in the theory of

elementary particles based on the standard Yang-Hills gauge

fields. Quark confinement in QCD. the ad hoc introduction of Higgs

scalars and the difficulties with grand unification are striking

exajuples of such problems. One can think that these problems are

not only technical ones but may be caused by the rigid framework

of a gauge theory based on Lie groups. To solve these problems one

can go to the beautiful edifice of the string models, where world

lines find their natural extension in world sheets. Another class

of deformation of the Lie groups (q-deformation) Is the subject of

recent development of so called quantum groups (more appropriately

pseudo-groups). It is possible that the two are related.

As a natural application of the notion of q-deformation it is

interesting to study the deformation of space-time symmetries and

their supersymmetric extensions. It is quite plausible that the

description of space-time at very short distances requires

modifications which are interesting to explore 11}.

In the light sector of QCD one expects conformai models to

work wrll, since thrrr- quark masses may be ignored in the theory.

Physicists have, for a lf>ng time, wanted to use some simple

conformai or a similar relativistic model to predict the spectrum

of particles For example we may mention the early work of Barut

12] where he had looked at parity doubled states in the conformai

0(4,2) model. This has been revived in the work of Freund and

Rosner 13), Dey, Dry and Tomio [4J ; Cudell and Dienes (BJ. This

present day version uses the conformai string theory of Kutasov



and Sei berg 16]- Without going Into any detail we quote :rom the*.

The appearance of the destabilizing tachyor.s In a str ...g theory

severely constrains the difference of the densities of bosons and

fermlons In that theory. Their result shows th&". tachyon

elimination does not require full-fledged supersymmetry.

Cancellation between the boson and feralon slates is a. I that is

needed. It turns out that though the density of states of nesons

and baryons each rises exponentially with energy, their difference

rises only like a low power of energy. It was shown by Cudell and

Dienes |5) that the meson to baryon ratio in pirn) fluctuates

around unity in these string models. In summary, it has been

suggested In these papers that evidence of stringy structure May

be Indeed seen In the available data In the CeV scale and

predictions made which are verifiable in the machines of today and

those of the nearest future !

In the spirit of the above work we seek evidence of

q-deformatlon of space time also in the observed spectrum of

particles and try to make predictions. The states we have in mind

are the familiar p-a, w-f and K* mesons [7). The work of Lukierski

et al. HI Is ideally suited for our purpose. They do not deform

the three dimensional rotation so that one can parametrize the

angular momentum (L) excitations as :

p2 = a L(L*1) (1)

where the parameter 'a' involves the conventional moment of

inertia. It thus depends on the mass as well as the radius of

gyration. We fit it to experiment for each family. The masses are



given in terns of a fundamental length parameter A which up fit

globally to 1 65 GeV"1. The «ass for»ul:= is :

E(L) = ~- Sinh"'[ /sinh*-^ • : L(L*1) 1 (2)

In Table 1. < and 3 we compare the mas -rs with experiment |7J Of

course the states could be fitted from ether Models. As an example

we take the R'-gge formula

where we choose a' = 0.88 GeV '. In eq. V.'..3) m turns out to be the

bandhead. i.e. E(0). We find that th. fit in Tables 1-3 from

eq.(2) is as Rood, If not marginally belter, as that obtained from

the well-accepted eq. (3). It should br? possible to find the

radial excitations of these masses with the generalized Klein

Gordan equation given In [1]. We do not try to fit the it, K or tj

channels since these are plagued large ;pin dependent forces which

In turn may depend on instantons (s-e for example Kochelev,

Shuryak. Shuryak and Rosner [81).

The authors are grateful to Dr. h-bashis Gangopahdyay for

bringing ref. 1 to their notice and te Dr. Mira Dey for useful

critical discussion. One of us (JD) Is grateful to FAPESP of São

Paulo State for a maintenance grant ?<irl to I FT and Brasil for

hospitality. He wishes to thank Dr. Lauro Tomio for helpful

discussions.
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Table 1. Experiment and theory for the p-a Mesons. All energies In

CeV, the experimental states with need confirmation
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Table 2. Experiment and theory for the w-f me?:rts. All enerpip?; In

GeV. the experimental states with need confirmation.

r ——————

L Eq.(2) Eq.(3) Experiment ( PDC (7) ) JP r

0 0.783 0.783 w(783) l "

1 1.237 - f ( l . ? 4 ) * f (1 .285) . f (1 27) 0 + ! 1*! ?**
0 1 2

2 1.665 1.699 w(1.67) 3 "

3 2.006 - r2('2.01). IM? 05)* 2 * \ 4**

4 2.281 ? 271

5 2.508 - f (2.51)* 6**

6 2.701 2.726

Table 3. Experiment and theory for the K mesons. All energies in

GeV, the experimental staler, with need confirmation
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